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Ref.: GTU/DIC/Project Appl./l o o /

Screening of
Innovators.

Date:

5_/ :-/ zozt

DIC Proposals to support the Students, Stprtups and

Ref.: The Principal/Director/HoD/GTu Coordinators/Project

Coordinators/DE
Coordinators/Student Innovators & Start-ups of GTU affiliated institutes as well as Innovators
and Start-ups other than GTU system (GTU/DIC/Project Appl./2019/6535)
For detailed circular kindly Visit below link for circular uploaded on 3110712019 on GTU Website.
https://bit. lv/2QpvcFs

Students/lnnovators shall submit their Innovative projects/idea by visiting the given Link
and filIthe project entry form in detail. Apply Now: http://bit.1ylGTU-DIC

To inculcate culture of innovation amongst the students and to provide a conducive environment for
optimum harnessing of their creative pursuit, GTU has received the grant from MHRD to establish
Design Innovation Centre having Hub & Spoke model to promote, nurture and advance the culture
of design, innovation, creative problem solving and entrepreneurship among young minds by
supporting their innovative ideas/projects under this scheme. GTU premise being a Hub would have
full fledge Fablab (Fabrication/Prototype facilities) to cover entire state, also would support
innovations and projects at their premise.

Fresh proposals are invited from institutes/universities for grant under DIC. As
per the provisions of the policy proposals can be developed to receive support
under DIC Scheme.

Last Date to Applyi 3110112021.
Design Innovation Gentre - Hub
Shed 2, GTU Chandkheda, Ahmedabad.
Webpage : http
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dic.gtu. ac. in

For any query, kindly contact: dic@otu.edu.in
1. Mr. Raj Hakani, Asst Prof.: ao rai@qtu.edu.in
2. Mr. Dilip Chaubisa, Proj. Asst.: dic dilip@qtu.edu.in
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